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Abstract— Accurate environment perception is essential for
automated vehicles. Since occlusions and inaccuracies regularly
occur, the exchange and combination of perception data of
multiple vehicles seems promising. This paper describes a
method to combine perception data of automated and connected
vehicles in the form of evidential Dynamic Occupany Grid
Maps (DOGMas) in a cloud-based system. This system is called
the Collective Environment Model and is part of the cloud
system developed in the project UNICARagil. The presented
concept extends existing approaches that fuse evidential grid
maps representing static environments of a single vehicle to
evidential grid maps computed by multiple vehicles in dynamic
environments. The developed fusion process additionally in-
corporates self-reported data provided by connected vehicles
instead of only relying on perception data. We show that the
uncertainty in a DOGMa described by Shannon entropy as well
as the uncertainty described by a non-specificity measure can
be reduced. This enables automated and connected vehicles to
behave in ways not before possible due to unknown but relevant
information about the environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Three major goals are often stated when developing au-
tomated vehicles (AVs). Transportation shall become more
safe, more efficient and more convenient. In order to reach all
three goals, it is essential for an AV’s behavior and trajectory
planning to have access to an accurate representation of the
vehicle’s environment. In the project UNICARagil [1], a
modular service-oriented software architecture called ”Au-
tomotive Service-Oriented Architecture” (ASOA) [2] is de-
veloped. It supports these goals by orchestrating all services
available to a vehicle into one driving function based on the
quality of the data, which the different services may provide.
Importantly, not all of the services need to be located in the
vehicle. The Collective Environment Model (CEM), part of
which is described in this paper, runs on a cloud server to
which vehicles are connected. A more detailed overview of
the cloud services developed in UNICARagil can be found
in [3]. The CEM provides additional data to vehicles that
aims at improving their individual perception. There are three
main services provided by the CEM.
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1) Provision of a fused environment representation com-
puted from those of multiple individual vehicles,
2) Assessment of the accuracy of the environment rep-
resentations of individual vehicles by evaluating their
consistency,
3) Provision of estimates of the future state of a vehicle’s
environment.
The presented research focuses on the description and
evaluation of the first aspect.
II. CONTRIBUTION
We describe and evaluate a mechanism that combines the
evidential Dynamic Occupancy Grid Maps (DOGMas) of
multiple vehicles connected to the CEM. The architecture
of the CEM is similar to a conventional environment model
architecture for automated vehicles, as described in e.g. [4].
New aspects most importantly include its execution on a
cloud server and the extended functionalities that are only
possible through the fusion of data from multiple vehicles
instead of only from multiple sensors. Since data is trans-
mitted to the CEM wirelessly, challenges concerning the
latency between sensor measurements and the availability
of a computed environment representation in a vehicle arise.
In contrast, opportunities originate from the possibility to in-
corporate the self-reported data that connected vehicles may
share. The perception and prediction algorithms can benefit
from additional data which may contain a vehicle’s pose,
dimensions, motion state and planned trajectories. The CEM
can fuse different types of environment representations such
as sensor data, object lists, DOGMas and free space repre-
sentations. In this paper, we focus on the fusion of evidential
DOGMas. We extend the fusion algorithms described in [5]–
[8] such that they are capable of fusing non-synchronized
evidential occupancy grids of multiple connected vehicles
that describe dynamic environments. The self-reported mo-
tion states, poses and dimensions of vehicles connected to
the CEM are incorporated in the developed process to further
reduce uncertainty contained in the computed DOGMas. The
latency as part of the Quality of Service (QoS) is constantly
assessed and considered in the developed mechanism.
III. BACKGROUND
Before describing the mechanism and applying it to an
example scenario, let us explore existing research that pro-
vides the foundation for our work. Occupancy Grid Maps are
first outlined and then extended by principles of evidence
theory. This allows us to specifically quantify uncertainty
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resulting from a lack of evidence in an Occupancy Grid Map.
Then, the motivation and mechanisms regarding DOGMas
are briefly elaborated. They provide the necessary input to
the cloud-based fusion mechanism for evidential DOGMas
of multiple vehicles developed in our research.
A. Occupancy Grid Maps
Occupancy Grid Maps as described in [5] and [9] represent
the environment of a vehicle as an evenly spaced grid
where each grid cell contains a binary random variable
corresponding to the occupancy state at the location of that
grid cell. For a vehicle that is not connected to other vehicles,
the posterior estimate of a cell state uses the vehicle’s
sensor measurements. To reduce uncertainty, an occupancy
grid mapping algorithm may combine the measurements of
multiple sensors. Often, a binary Bayes filter is used in
combination with an inverse sensor model to combine the
information contained in a measurement of a lidar sensor
as described in [4], [5], [10]. The binary occupancy state
ok ∈ {O,F} (O: Occupied; F : Free) at time k is
represented as an occupancy probability pk(ok) in the cells.
An inverse sensor model computes an occupancy probability
pzk+1(ok+1|zk+1) from a measurement zk+1 at time k+ 1.
The last estimated state of the grid cells and the occupancy
probability computed from the current measurement can be
combined by the binary Bayes filter [5], [10].
The binary Bayes filter relies on the Markov assumption
which states that the occupancy state of a cell is independent
of past measurements [5]. Additionally, the true state of a cell
must not change over time [10]. All of these restrictions limit
the usefulness of the binary Bayes filter in a dynamically
changing environment as experienced in automated driving.
Another weakness of the binary Bayes filter constitutes in
the fact that for an uncertain cell state (pk(ok) ≈ 0.5), we
cannot differentiate between the underlying reasons for the
uncertainty. It can either result from an absence of evidence
for the occupancy state of a cell or from uncertain, potentially
conflicting evidence.
B. Evidence Theory
Evidence Theory as described by Dempster and Shafer
(DST) [11] can be used to establish an extended repre-
sentation of the state of a cell and provide a mechanism
to combine the current estimate of a cell state with new
evidence, based on a more recent measurement, to form
a new estimate. It also allows the differentiation between
uncertain and unknown states.
In the case of occupancy grids, the so called frame of
discernment (FOD) Θ = {F,O} represents a set of mutually
exclusive possible cell states Occupied (O) and Free (F ). The
power set
2Θ ={∅, {F}, {O},Θ }. (1)
contains all possible subsets of Θ. Each element of 2Θ is
associated with a belief mass. In our case, the belief mass
of the element Θ is a measure of the lack of evidence for
the singleton hypotheses of 2Θ. A basic belief function m
assigns a belief mass to each element of Θ where the mass
of the empty set is zero and the sum of all other masses
equals one.
m : 2Θ → [0, 1] (2)
m(∅) = 0 (3)∑
A∈2Θ
m(A) = 1 (4)
By using DST, the classic probability for the state of a cell
p(X) is bounded by the belief bel(X) and the plausibility
pl(X) for a state of a cell. Both belief and plausibility
for a specific state of a cell can be computed from the
masses of the elements of 2Θ for that state. The belief for a
hypothesis X results from the sum of all masses associated
with elements A of 2Θ that are a subset of X . The plausibility
is the sum of those elements A of 2Θ that contain X as a
subset.
bel(X) =
∑
A∈2Θ|A⊆X
m(A) (5)
pl(X) =
∑
A∈2Θ|X⊆A
m(A) = 1− bel(¬X) (6)
We can use the pignistic transform to get the classic, one-
dimensional probability from the masses of 2Θ [10]. For
2Θ = {∅, {F}, {O},Θ}, we get
pO = p(ok = O) = mk(O) + 0.5 · (1−mk(O)−mk(F )). (7)
When combining the evidence from multiple sources such
as multiple sensors or, as in our case, multiple vehicles, we
can apply Dempster’s Rule of Combination. It gives us the
joint mass m12(X) for a hypothesis X which is an element
in the power sets of the combinable FODs 2Θ1 and 2Θ2 of
the different sources.
m12(X) = (m1 ⊕m2)(X) = (m1 ∩m2)(X)
1−K (8)
The rule normalizes the agreeing evidence
(m1 ∩m2)(X) =
∑
A,B∈2Θ|A∩B=X
m1(A) ·m2(B) (9)
by the factor 1−K, where
K =
∑
A,B∈2Θ|A∩B=∅
m1(A) ·m2(B) (10)
is a measure for the conflict between the beliefs based on
the two sources.
C. Measures of Uncertainty
We base our uncertainty quantification on two of the
dimensions of uncertainty described in [13]. By using the
pignistic transform, we are able to compute the uncertainty
of a cell in a DOGMa described by Shannon entropy
H(p) = −
∑
x∈Θ
pO(x) log2 pO(x). (11)
A possible non-specificity measure which quantifies uncer-
tainty resulting from a lack of evidence is defined by [12]
as
NS(m) =
∑
X∈Θ,X 6=∅
m(X) log2 |X|. (12)
For an Occupancy Grid Map with Θ = {O,F}, this
simplifies to
NS(m) = m(Θ), (13)
which will serve as our second evaluation metric. For the
arithmetic mean of H(p) and NS(m) over all cells of a
DOGMa D, we write H
(
D
)
and NS
(
D
)
.
D. Dynamic Occupancy Grid Maps
A Dynamic Occupancy Grid Map is an extension of a
regular Occupancy Grid Map that also captures the dynamics
of the environment. An evidential DOGMa that is based
on DST may additionally allow to differentiate between
uncertain and unknown states. As described in [10], the state
of a cell can be represented as a vector Ω where
Ω = [mO,mF , vN , vE , σ
2
vN , σ
2
vE , σvNvE ]
T (14)
The variables vN and vE describe the velocity of an object
at the location of the cell in north and east direction. The
variances σ2vN , σ
2
vE and the covariance σvNvE may also
be provided by the algorithm computing the DOGMa. The
mass function associated with the FOD is not explicitly
contained in the DOGMa because it can be obtained
using equation 4. In this paper, we do not develop the
DOGMa algorithm itself. The input format of the developed
fusion process in our work is based on the possible results
provided by the algorithm described in [10], where the
DOGMa is interpreted as a Random Finite Set. They use a
Probability-Hypothesis-Density filter that is approximated
by multiple instances of a Bernoulli filter where the state
estimation is discretized by a particle approach.
The use of DOGMas enables us to incorporate the repre-
sentation of the dynamics of the environment in the fusion
algorithm. This can be helpful when dealing with Occupancy
Grid Maps that contain moving objects and that are not
synchronized, as expected in the cloud use case described
in this work.
IV. CLOUD-BASED DOGMA FUSION
The proposed mechanism involves several steps that dif-
ferentiate between several different types of DOGMas.
1) Individual vehicles i compute local (superscript (l))
DOGMas D(li) of size d(l)×d(l)×f where f denotes
the number of features in a cell and d(l) the number of
cells in a row and a column of the D(l) respectively.
Fig. 1. A D(c) (blue) is located at a fixed position and fixed orientation
in the world. A D(li) (red) is always at a fixed position and orientation
relative to the vehicle i that provides the D(li) to the CEM
2) The CEM contains a collective (superscript (c))
DOGMa D(c) of size d(c)×d(c)×f where d(c) denotes
the number of cells in a row and a column of the D(c)
respectively.
3) D(c) is estimated in a process involving a prediction
of Dˆ(c)k|k−1 and an updated version Dˆ
(c)
k|k
4) The CEM extracts sub maps Dˆ(li)k from Dˆ
(c)
k and
performs a prediction which yields Dˆ(li)k+1|k that can
be used by individual vehicles.
In this work, we choose the cell side length c to be 0.15 cm,
d(l) = 667 and d(c) = 1000.
The process consists of the following steps:
1) Define a traffic area for which D(c) shall be computed.
2) Periodically receive poses of vehicles.
3) Periodically assess the transmission latency.
4) Detect whether a D(li) and a D(c) overlap.
5) Initialize D(c) if there is an overlap.
6) Remove D(c) if there is no overlap.
7) Receive a new D(li)k .
8) Predict Dˆ(c)k|k−1 from Dˆ
(c)
k−1|k−1
9) Fuse Dˆ(c)k|k−1 and D
(li)
k to yield Dˆ
(c)
k|k.
10) Extract Dˆ(li)k|k from Dˆ
(c)
k|k for each vehicle such that
poses and sizes of Dˆ(li)k|k conform with those of D
(li)
k+1
of receiving vehicles.
11) Compute all Dˆ(li)k+1|k from corresponding Dˆ
(li)
k|k .
12) Transmit each Dˆ(li)k+1|k to vehicle i.
A traffic area is a defined rectangular region for which a D(c)
may be initialized. The latter does not necessarily align with
the D(li) from which it is computed, which can be seen
in Fig. 1. Each vehicle connected to the cloud periodically
transmits its pose in the ETRS89 coordinate frame. This
later allows the allocation of the cells of a D(l) to the cells
of the D(c) and vice versa. There needs to be an overlap
between two D(li) and the traffic area but not necessarily
between two D(li) in order for the initialization of the D(c)
to take place. Since information of non-overlapping parts
environment modeling
data transfer
waiting time
prediction
data fusion
trigger
virtual 
time 
real time 
Fig. 2. The output of the vehicles’ environment modeling algorithm is
transmitted to the CEM. As soon as a second environment representation
is received, a trigger containing the (real) time stamp of the environment
representation initiates a prediction of the current environment representa-
tion in the CEM to that time stamp. Now, the synchronized data may be
fused. The updated environment representation may then be predicted to a
virtual time that equals real time when the data is received in a vehicle. The
prediction horizon is based on the currently measured transmission latency
between cloud and vehicle.
of the D(li) persists in D(c) for a certain time, a vehicle
may benefit from parts of the D(c) that currently lie beyond
the boundaries of its D(li). When overlap is detected for
the first time, all cells of a D(c) of the respective traffic
area are initialized with the belief masses mO = mF = 0
corresponding to an unknown state. Every time a D(li) is
received, its creation timestamp and the timestamp of its
arrival are stored in order to later assess the current latency
between the vehicles and the cloud.
We want the Dˆ(li)k+1|k that are provided by the CEM to
represent a vehicle’s environment at the same time as it ar-
rives in the vehicle. For that purpose, we continuously assess
the latency between vehicles and the cloud. We introduce
the concept of virtual time in order to better visualize
the fusion and prediction process. Virtual time is the time
that is associated with e.g. an environment representation.
Virtual time can be ahead of, equal to and behind real time,
i.e. an environment representation can describe the past,
current or future environment of a vehicle. As long as no
prediction of the future is involved, the virtual time of an
environment representation is always behind real time. Fig. 2
shows one possible fusion scheme that can be used to achieve
the aforementioned goal. The necessary fusion scheme is
dependent on the processing latency, the transmission latency
and the number of connected vehicles.
To fuse the Dˆ(c)k−1|k−1 with the most recently received
D
(li)
k , the former is predicted to the timestamp k of D
(li)
k .
The prediction is based on a model of the processes describ-
ing the dynamics of the states of the cells. Multiple different
process models are possible:
• White-box model: Mathematical model that explicitly
uses a priori information about the objects located in
the cells and is derived from first principles.
• Black-box model: Mathematical model that makes no
a priori assumptions about the objects located in the
cells. The model may be derived from data through
machine learning.
• Gray-box model: Combination of a white-box and a
black-box model.
• Cooperation-based: The cell states are predicted based
on the planned behavior of traffic participants occupying
these cells. This becomes possible when the planned
behavior of a traffic participant is communicated to the
CEM.
In this paper, we use a simple white-box model that
assumes linear cell dynamics. It shall act as a base line for
future works. The cells of a D(li)k received by the CEM are
treated as a measurement zk. The estimated state xˆk−1|k−1
of each cell of Dˆ(c)k−1|k−1 is propagated through time by
predicting the state vector xˆk|k−1 = [x y vx vy]
T . It can
be viewed as an estimate of the location of the center of a
cell and the velocities assigned to that cell at time k based
on information available at time k − 1. We distribute the
belief masses according to the a priori covariance matrix to
compute a predicted DOGMa such as Dˆ(c)k|k−1 or Dˆ
(li)
k+1|k.
The estimation and prediction of xˆ at time k may be done
recursively in a linear quadratic estimation process involving
the state covariance matrix P , a state transition matrix F ,
the covariance of the process noise Q and the covariance of
the observation noise R. We can describe the process by a
prediction step
xˆk|k−1 = F kxˆk−1|k−1 (15)
P k|k−1 = F kP k−1|k−1F
T
k +Qk. (16)
that is followed by a correction step
xˆk|k = xˆk|k−1 +Kk(zk − xˆk|k−1) (17)
Kk = P k|k−1(P k|k−1 +Rk)−1 (18)
P k = (I −Kk)P k|k−1. (19)
By applying the transition matrix F k to the state vector of
a cell xˆk−1|k−1, we get the predicted a priori estimate of the
state vector at time k. The process noise is largely associated
with our assumption of constant velocities. The introduced
errors are assumed to be normally distributed here. The use
of different process noise models may be examined in later
works. For the observation noise, we can use the variances
contained in a Dˆ(li) and we can make an assumption based
on a model-based maximum acceleration of a vehicle. The
latter is reasonable if we do not want to reduce the mean
error of our estimation over all scenarios but to reduce the
error for scenarios in which vehicles abruptly accelerate or
decelerate. If we assume constant linear acceleration, we get
the probability p ∈ (0, 1) for the actual state to be inside an
interval I = [µ− zσ;µ+ zσ] for
zσx = zσy = 0.5 · amax∆T 2 (20)
zσvx = zσvy = amax∆T (21)
by computing the z-score
z = Φ−1
(p+ 1
2
)
=
√
2erf−1(p) (22)
and choosing the respective σ accordingly. For a worst
case assumption, the parameter amax may for example be
chosen such that under Coulomb friction and a coefficient
of friction µf ≤ 1, we get a maximum acceleration of
amax = g. We can then use p as a tuning parameter for
how accelerations of vehicles are distributed. The larger we
choose p to be, the bigger the assumed noise.
Under the previously mentioned assumptions, the process
noise matrix can be written as
Qk =

∆T 2
4 0 0 0
0 ∆T
2
4 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 ∆T 2a2maxz2 (23)
For the observation noise matrix, we apply the same idea.
Here, we assume that the major source of uncertainty comes
from the discretization in the occupancy grid. In this work,
we assume a correct pose estimate. We approximate the prob-
ability density function with that of a normal distribution.
We assume a location measurement to be located within
a symmetric interval around the center of a cell with side
length ∆c. The location is assumed to be inside the estimated
cell with probability p. Again, we apply equation 22 to
compute the z-score z and choose σx and σy such that the
condition zσx = zσy = ∆c2 is satisfied. This gives us the
covariance matrix of the observation noise
Rk =

∆c2
4z2 0 0 0
0 ∆c
2
4z2 0 0
0 0 σ2vx σvxy
0 0 σvxy σ
2
vy
 . (24)
For the observation noise associated with the cell velocities,
we take the variances and covariances contained in D(li)k .
We can now take the estimate of the location of a cell
µx = [xk, yk]
T and distribute the belief masses based on
the state covariance matrix.
The estimated cell location is described by a two-
dimensional normal distribution X ∼ N2(µk,Σk). For each
cell, we can get a probability density function over the
coordinates (x, y). We integrate over a cell with center
coordinates (xc, yc) and side length ∆c to get the probability
of an object occupying a cell that is associated with a belief
mass having moved there.
Δ𝑐
⊕ =
Fig. 3. The occupancy state is predicted to its new location based on the
velocity vector (red arrow) and distributed to adjacent cells according to
the estimated state covariance. Then, the predicted state is fused with a new
observation.
The elements of the covariance matrix Σk can be extracted
from P k|k−1 to compute
pc =
xmax∫
xmin
ymax∫
ymin
1
2pi
√|Σk|e− 12 ([ xy ]−µk)
T
Σk
−1([ xy ]−µk)dy dx
(25)
where the integration intervals are defined by the cell bound-
aries. We may approximate the probability by only evaluating
the distribution function at the center of a cell.
pc ≈ 1
2pi
√|Σk|e− 12 ([ xcyc ]−µk)
T
Σk
−1([ xcyc ]−µk) ·∆c2 (26)
Fig. 3 shows a simple example where the occupancy state
of a single cell is predicted and distributed according to the
state covariance estimate. It is then fused with the most recent
measurement.
V. CREATION OF GROUND TRUTH DOGMAS
In order to assess the fusion algorithm introduced in
this paper, we create ground truth D(li) in the simulation
environment Virtual Test Drive (VTD) [14]. They can be
used as input to the introduced fusion process. We propose
the following mechanism to create a ground truth D(li). Each
vehicle is equipped with a virtual laser scanner that is placed
at the same location as the laser scanner from which D(li) are
computed. The laser scanner has an extremely high resolution
and can provide the class of the object that produces a
reflection. In this work, we assign each cell containing a
reflection of the class road with mF = 1 and mO = 0
and all other cells containing a reflection with mF = 0 and
mO = 1. Cells not containing any reflections are assigned
with belief masses mF = 0 and mO = 0, except for cells that
contain the ego-vehicle which are assigned with mF = 0 and
mO = 1. The latter assignment is part of the self-reporting
of connected vehicles which adds value if multiple D(li) are
combined. The cell dynamics are taken from a ground truth
object list provided by VTD. All cells containing a reflection
produced by an object are assigned with the velocity of that
Fig. 4. The labeled point cloud provided by an HD laser scanner in
combination with a ground truth object list provided by VTD is used to
create a ground truth DOGMa. In this image, we can see points associated
with the class road surface colored green, points associated with the class
vehicle are colored pink. All other points are colored red.
object taken from the object list. The cells occupied by the
ego-vehicle are also filled with the respective velocity data.
In order to remove any errors introduced by the algorithm
computing the Dˆ(li)k+1|k, we only fuse ground truth D
(li) in
this work. This way, we can more easily trace back potential
errors to the fusion process. Fig. 4 shows an example of
a ground truth point cloud from which a D(li) can be
computed.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESEARCH QUESTION
We test the hypothesis that there is a reduction of uncer-
tainty in Dˆ(li)k+1|k computed from a Dˆ
(c)
k|k compared to the
D
(li)
k+1 computed in an individual vehicle. For the quantifi-
cation of the uncertainty, we use the measures introduced
in Section III-C. Fig. 5 shows the analyzed scenario. Two
connected vehicles are inside a traffic area and send their
respective D(li) to the CEM. There is a third vehicle that is
not connected to the CEM. It is occluded from the second
vehicle’s initial view which again is occluded from the first
vehicle’s initial view. We analyze the results with respect
to the first vehicle (i = 1). This vehicle can especially
benefit from additional data. It takes a left turn, therefore
potential traffic from the right has the right of way. A left
turn with no relevant braking is only admissible if a sufficient
reduction of uncertainty in occluded areas is possible. We do
not assess what is considered sufficient. We only quantify the
uncertainty. The scenario is set up such that it is possible for
the first vehicle to make a left turn. The scenario starts at the
moment where D(l1) and D(l2) first overlap. We also assess
the mean belief mass mF . This measure indicates how the
mean number of cells which are considered free develops
throughout the scenario.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results depicted in Fig. 6 confirm the stated hypoth-
esis. Both measures of uncertainty H and NS are strictly
smaller for Dˆ(l1)k1+1|k1 than for D
(l1)
k1+1
, except for the start
of the scenario where they are approximately equal. The
latter is expected since, at the start of the scenario, there
is no overlap in the D(li), thus no additional information
Fig. 5. The connected vehicles (i = 1) and (i = 2) are each sending a lidar-
based DOGMa D(li)ki to the CEM and receive Dˆ
(l1)
k1+1|k1 and Dˆ
(l2)
k2+1|k2
in return. Vehicle 3 moves slowly enough that vehicle 1 is able to make a
left turn without waiting for vehicle 3. It is only admissible for vehicle 1
to make the left turn if it receives information on the occluded part colored
red. This can happen through the CEM where the D(li)ki are fused.
can be contained in any Dˆ(li). The Shannon entropy and the
non-specificity measure develop very similarly throughout
the scenario. This is expected since only very little conflict
exists between the fused DOGMas. The similarity acts as
an indicator that the synchronization and fusion process
works correctly. Misaligned data would lead to conflicting
information which would be captured by H but not by
NS. The decrease in uncertainty while the overlapping area
increases is steeper than the increase of uncertainty while
the overlapping area decreases. This reflects the persistence
of information in D(c). Even at times when an area is not
directly visible to any vehicle, uncertainty in Dˆ(li) may be
decreased by the incorporation of past data. This does not
strictly imply that a state is sufficiently certain for a planned
maneuver through these areas. The mean belief mass mF is
strictly larger for Dˆ(l1)k1+1|k1 than for D
(l1)
k1+1
, except for the
start and the end of the scenario. This is important because
a reduction of uncertainty only for occupied cells would
not give us as many possibilities to plan maneuvers. Cells
associated with a high belief mass mF are necessary to plan
trajectories.
The qualitative results depicted in Fig. 7 show how
Dˆ
(l1)
k1+1|k1 contains substantially more cells associated with
a large belief mass mF or mO than D
(l1)
k1+1
. By having
access to the DOGMa provided by the CEM, vehicle 1 has
information on the cells that are occluded in its direct view.
Since vehicle 3 is not in the vicinity of the T junction yet,
the left turn may now be considered admissible.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In our research, we have developed a cloud-based mecha-
nism as part of the CEM, which is capable of fusing multi-
ple non-synchronized evidential DOGMas. The mechanism
incorporates the self-reported poses and dimensions of con-
nected vehicles. It also takes into account the current latency
between vehicles and the cloud to predict the state of a fused
DOGMa at the time it arrives in a vehicle. We show that
the uncertainty in the DOGMas provided by the CEM can
be reduced substantially compared to DOGMas computed in
0 2 4 6 8 10
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Fig. 6. The plots show how the mean Shannon entropy H , the mean non-
specificity measure NS and the mean belief mass for free cells mF develop
throughout the analyzed scenario. We apply the measures to Dˆ(l1)
k1+1|k1 ,
which is provided as a service by the CEM, and to D(l1)k1 , which is computed
by vehicle 1.
the individual vehicles. The results motivate further research
because the decrease in uncertainty may in the future allow
behavior of automated and connected vehicles that is more
safe, more efficient and more convenient. There are two
directions in which more research is especially required.
First of all, the developed mechanism shall be tested and
optimized for a real-world use case. Due to restrictions in
bandwidth, latency, processing power of current technology
and a lack of efficiency in the current implementation of the
mechanism, the latter is not yet viable for usage in a real-
world setting. Second, the input to the fusion mechanism
presumably is a lot more noisy coming from real vehicles.
This noise is not yet sufficiently incorporated in the fusion
process. Future implementations will need to take it into
account. The smaller the rate at which data arrives in the
CEM and the larger the latency between vehicles, the less
accurate the currently used motion model is. Since the CEM
is capable of recording a lot of data over time, a learned
motion model seems promising. This and other extensions
to the described mechanism will be part of future research.
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